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Editor’s Note
Many poets treat writing as a spiritual process—one in which they can express their
emotions in a cathartic release, craft their thoughts in an elegant manner, and make more
sense of the world around them. I am no exception. But as I’ve learnt from my work with
Moledro, reading the poetry and prose of different writers can be just as valuable and
insightful. It’s always uplifting to know that so many emerging and established artists trust
Moledro with their lovely work. Their words and images are a portal to different experiences,
interpretations, and lives—and I am honored every time a new submission rolls into
Moledro’s inbox.
Sometimes, people ask me how long I’m going to continue working on Moledro. When the
question was posed to me immediately after I had released Issue 1, I remember hesitating.
Running a magazine was a lot of work.
But when I was asked the question after releasing Issue 2, was answer was unequivocal: for
as long as Moledro keeps receiving fresh, exciting submissions from passionate writers. And
indeed, we have.
There are certain pieces in Issue 4 that resonated with me in particular: ‘Decomposition
Poem’ by Joey Reisberg, ‘Lilies for Dream Kingdom’ by Alice Xu, ‘Prelude to Prayer’ by
Marie Ungar, and ‘Fasting in Tunis’ by Leila Chatti. So, I invite you all to lose yourselves in
the diverse and spirited voices of Issue 4, inhale the raw and visceral images they evoke, and
view the world through a lens far removed from our lives.
Thanks,
Richa Gupta
Founder/Editor-in-chief

Navigation tip: To view a particular piece, click on its name in the ‘Contents’ page. To go back to
‘Contents’, click on the piece’s author’s name.

After the Sunset
Betsy Jenifer

LAURA INGRAM
I Never Saw Another Butterfly
The yellow stars trudge into my tertiary dreams,
Flay one eye open, the other stagnant
Amongst someone else’s half-sleep.
The note sung by the SS’s shoes, sharp enough to shatter
The insolent streets.
Electric litany
Conductors of the White Noise
A spectrum-skinned symphony,
I swallow my melting scream.
At the high end of eight, I am
still afraid
of thunderstorms, dragging a bunch of blankets to the basement.
A friend of an old lover’s coworker’s cousin,
she is a supernova’s stomachache, stippled with the start of the interstellar,
although Jews aren’t always this incandescent.
She hands me stories through the keyhole,
Pirates whose sole means of sustenance is sugar cane,
Noble dragons and the crooked knights that are their neighbors,
Princesses who shave their eyebrows and keep live mice in their apron
pockets for luck

I am not allowed to cry,
no matter
how it ends.

JACQUELINE HE
a stream of consciousness in shades of O
O, O, O,
O is for Ophelia swimming in white Chantilly lace,
O is a circle with no end, or maybe an oval,
or a möbius strip, so slick with clove honey that
an ant can crawl and crawl and lick and lick
and never reach home, inspirational speakers say
the journey is what counts but what is a journey
without a termination point, or at least several bus stops,
out in the Navajo desert with sun-bleached ads
and cracked plastic roofs, no soul in sight, only el sol,
hot and prickly like it’s made of golden tinsel, like God,
like something cheap made from China, like me,
I’m cheap as hell with my muddy knees and too-small eyes,
as if God painted them wrong and finished so hastily
he forgot the epicanthic folds, when I was young
and still unripe and starched I prayed to God
for a straight thin nose and new lined eyes, blue and large
like ocean glass, like freshwater basins that glittered
on the labels of those $4.99 water bottles, but I think
God forgot or changed his mind because I must’ve asked him
a thousand times, like how I asked mommy
for white kitten pumps because my old dollar-store sneakers
kept crumbling – first the rubber bumper, then the heel,
then the pink of my socks poked out through the grey,
a cotton pockmark –
and mommy said yes of course at first but then I kept asking
when and where and why and how and
then she snapped NO
in a downwards exhale, sharp like a glass-jagged epithet, NO
what a disagreeable word, so ugly and yellow, NO
like my face that bloats when I laugh so it looks like I’m crying
but I’m not, in the water’s surface when I get closer
the hard ridges of my face soften and blur like a lens out of focus,
until all I see is a nose and chapped lips
and two eyes not large-round like almonds but flat and skinny

like minnows, twin tail-less minnows dripping water,
O yes, who can only swim in circles or ovals, O shapes,
O mouths pulling down Ophelia’s frothy sleeves,
O, O, O.

DANA CHIUEH
lessons in impermanence
i would paint you if it meant i could keep you like that forever
in a state of effervescence and earnestness
i remember the way you looked at me, in the moment
forgetting all the heartache and isolation and sorrow
i would paint us. as a starry starry night
listening to each other’s heartbeats echoing off the same paper thin wall
shadows in the nighttime and just falling
away, i mean, into abysses but never into each other
i would draw us as personified tangent lines
and hope that one day you would understand what it means
to fall in love, from a calculated, mathematical distance
with a whirlwind i could not touch for fear of destroying your nature

EZRA LEBOVITZ
Song for the Hook-Up
It's a world in color.
Or maybe the color
is warmth, like the way they laid the frozen to the breasts
of the ones who hadn't frozen yet. Like shades of
burgundy. Maybe it is doesn't matter what it is
when there's no room for you
to shiver between his arms.
There's a dream where I share
some corner of skin with him, and my teeth are clenched,
and there's no room for want.
Packed too close for goosebumps,
those half-remembered songs—
it's all about coping.
It doesn’t matter how.
Press the boy closer. Swallow burgundy.
Is it worth giving up the body if you get to borrow hands
that don’t shake? You want this.
Do you love the boy? There's no one else left
worth loving. It’s not good enough.
But why does anybody love any body?
Because he makes your hands
feel like hands again. Because the body
starts to feel like your own. It doesn't
have to be love, as long as it helps you sleep
at night.
Find me with unbreaking bones,
coughing up his tongue.

DANIEL BLOKH
3 Poems
When We Cannot Face It
This year I have begun growing my beard
in defense against skin. I have purchased a bus ticket
and ridden through Birmingham, Atlanta,
New Orleans. These cities
are too slow for me still,
too stone and grass to skid through. In these cities
my body catches up.
So I lose my razors.
I move to Austin,
then Phoenix, then San Francisco. I move until I come apart
like splinters, like floorboard. Jump into the blue
and make the water into hands.
I run mad circles. Fall into chairs meant to fall through.
I ride a horse in a far-away town
only to watch it kick me off, a blur against
my splayed legs, headed for home.

vacation confessional
if he loved me he wouldn’t be so hesitant to thread
his fingers to my spine, so the rain of 4th ave
can’t break me so easily. can you trust a man
with those creased organs?
no room in the hollowed lung
to fit eyes. no, i need a hand
to teach the rope gently, to leave fingerprints on petals,
untie sentences straight
out of the air. can you trust a man who sees
oceans in anyone? can you trust
an ear turned away? no, i’m hungering for sameness, baby.
tonight, i want insurance
and each line shattering calmly in my hand.
tonight i want each footfall on a brick that promises to hold me.
i’m loving what i trust, baby, and him, his arms are hanging down
red-handed as a wave.

Dinner in Fall
when your fathers shuts the window leave
your mark on the pavement, your fingerprints
on the petals.
leave the train.
let your pages run with sentences left untied, with words
limp in the wind. when your brother calls
leave him on speaker.
let him find you
by the echo of your feet on sidewalks, then
on grass, the dirt opening.

NINA BERGGREN
Snowglobe

the glassy dome
keeps them trapped inside an
identical world of
white picket fenced-in opinions
and neighbors that refuse to accept the
boy down the block
who got hit with a brick
that left red streaks across his face.
he became the color of the paper flakes
that rained down on Sunday mornings
when the paperboy went out to deliver paper kisses
to the boy down the block, who claimed to read the news.
one day the paper kisses turned into paper tears
when the paperboy and the boy down the block
rubbed redbrickstained cheeks together,
made promises to break the glassy dome together,
promises to clean their cheeks together,
to remove the paper tears from the mixed up pile of paper
together.
but paper promises tear
and paper promises melt into watered-down coffee,
and paper promises crush like skin under bricks,
warped by the voices of neighbors saying
live like us and you will be happy
on an organized street with no twists and turns
you will be happy on a straight street
you will be happy on a straight street
you will be—
this mantra repeated until the stinging of these words
become stinging paper cuts on the wrists of the boy down the block,
paper cuts that bleed paper blood.
the globe shakes that night.
the following Sunday morning the paperboy delivers the paper
headline announcing ‘Another Unfortunate Suicide’

the paperboy does not deliver the paper again.

Ebrahim Ahmed Ansari
Realism

HENA SARKAR
2 Poems
Adulthood
It is not something that you’d ever dream of attaining,
when your life was an oil-pastel painting, with a few crayons
and sky-scraping dreams carelessly scattered, strangely watched over by
the chaotic combination of R. L. Stein and Enid Blyton. No, even
when the rush of hormones caused a vivid, painful alteration to the harlequin scenery
and
to those scattered jigsaw pieces, you did not want to grow up.
It did not slap you in the face—the stinging pain lasted longer than that. Instead,
it devoured your being, your soul, and parts of you that had no identity—its presence
an epidemic creeping into your flesh, celebrating the grand descent
in every scandalous step. No, adulthood did not arrive with the blood between your
thighs
or the prickly hair along your jaw. You knew it was here—when you saw a monster on
the other side
of the mocking glass, the same wraith who had once lived under your bed.
You knew it was here, when you became the poetry that your mother read to you
before sleep, poetry you wrote on your dark, dilapidated days—the words tasting
sweet-sour-bitter in your poisonous tongue—or, when you cursed the sun
for smearing your face, ruthlessly divulging your vulnerably bare limbs
and that kaleidoscopic identity, or when you lose yourself in an attempt to find yourself
in an illicit affair with darkness, stranded in a strange, masked city.
In the hungry waters that failed to wash away the sins of your god—no, there was a
pair,
when you swallow the pungency of filth in joy, or joy in filth, or both, and
your love for this new sin reflects in the precarious surface,
adulthood smiles an affordable smile, while those crayons paint monochrome
and you embrace earthly dreams and lonely pillows, smiling, then dreading—
you are not the only one.

the faceless abductor
death was but a catastrophe in the neighbor's house,
in yours—a sympathetic murmur, and a sigh
until, your favorite poet's treachery knocks you down
and you cry out—"why had she romanticized 'it'?"
the harlequin in your courtyard
one spring morning, fades, then blackens,
the whiff of charred petals stinging your nostrils
while apathetic clouds hover over your helpless little fairytale kingdom
a faceless abductor stands at your doorstep, an unwelcome guest
chaperoned by a gush of choking wind—
the family photo frame comes crashing down on the hardwood
and you step on those red shards of glass (you never meant to)
it is here, you can tell (though it withdraws every time you extend your hand)—
its veil hides neither a Frankensteinian gentleman, nor Grendel's mother,
only, the unshackling of pain, clouded by
the doomed shriek of an orphan
there is no introduction, only an uncertain farewell
before you dissipate into a flickering light which calls itself
'the presence of an absence'—its flame sometimes burning, at other times igniting,
but in the end, self-destructing
in your helpless little kingdom,
the rains expunge every evidence of injury, just like
they washed away the soil where the oak tree had been uprooted
you feel no pain, only an absence like a diminishing black hole,
and you idolize your favorite poet again

JOYCE KER
Fighter
Eleven when I nearly drowned
He was watching
I stepped on a sea urchin while snorkeling
Spikes dug into my skin
like shark teeth
Currents of electricity
swam through my foot
as water swallowed me
In my left temple a pulse
my brain pounding
I could not breathe
Thirteen when I met him
Swore I loved him
He put his hands around my waist
“A bit chubby here”
His words stung like brine
pushing me underwater
deep into a chasm
Waves hissed at me
their salt-tongues encrusting my body
Seaweed groped my legs
coiling around my chest, squeezing
I could not breathe
Fifteen when I learned to float
Tossed his words of shrapnel into the ocean’s abyss
I’m made of seaglass
Jagged-tumbled
Shining
Broke harpoons on my skin,
snapped spears on my neck.

MARGOT ARMBRUSTER
Lucretia
/as if she could slough off her skin
with peroxide /his eyes dark as blood moons
bobbing through the night and /she,
an elephant on her knees
in the sand /tawny, flooding with crimson and
/weeping for ivory
/what is a body? everything /he touched
with fluttering hands while she fixed
her eyes on the dust motes /glowing
under the streetlight /before the release
/before he dashed into the street again,
more /a motion than a man
/and when she sat silent /in the gassy light,
when /she blinked and blinked and wanted
/to be a figment /of her own imagination,
when /she stood up and began /to lace
dandelions together /stem /to stem, just
/as she wanted to be resuscitated /she asked:
/what is a body? anything/ left behind,
anything /in her still walking home,
still curled under the afghan without
/crying, still standing at the window,
cold /and pointing /at the stars
/with wet hands, gasping:
what is a body?
what is a body?

(Previously published in The Noisy Island)

UJWAL RAJAPUTHRA
2 Poems
Chaos Unchained
the
butcher’s girl
cuts pastry in a valley
where thunder bucks twice;
where
once,
hours flowed
thicker than strawberry
lacquer and honey molasses;
when
coarse,
air ushered
merlot storms, and
the hunter touched eyes
with his caramel-coated trophy;
why
skinless,
teeth and
raw lips kissed
only the veins of wet
meadows, yet riper than
the early sun’s deep wine;
what
dim,
light that
sputtered through
now licks braised spines
and rosined screens, stars
crowned of a trillion phoenix
doused by steel’s frosted slanders;
and still: another
brayless,
season
savory and
flambé, smeared
together in a naked
sleigh of abandoned colors;
another
home,

without
tenants but plump
with husks that wither
in thickets of wild beauty;
another
weakness,
in buttered
masquerade of
humility, behind
which oceans spit
fire and lions fear men.
so fearless are men,
so tame their world,
together
they burn in
lovely flames, until
ash have they begat again;
again
Chaos,
wrestles
free from its
chains.

Canopy
I

wonder

when people began

to

love
beneath.
when

their skin
more
Around
apes

than the flesh
the time,

Rotting
I

pounded
the normalcy out
Nothingness;

believe,
their

furry husks
of
something
I
see
bleed less
from the brittle
china
of our postmodern
molts. It’s
hard to
bear,
so try
to watch
our
Serpents
slither
from the
Canopy;
carving views
into
the
soft,
crimson
meat of
cradled
identities.
And when
you finally
see
bloodblue
veins
threaded
against
frosted
rind, Remember
it was you and I who:
brewed their courage into Ego’s
toxin;
pasted debauchery against
scales of scabbed liberty;
ripped the fangs from their
foolhardy maws and

strung in place a slicker
tongue.

Now, descend to the forest floor.
Live
With the flightless, pests of the Earthbound,
Host of the dirt-coated sightless.
Look
At your skin. Feel the tendons
of complacency rupture beneath its wintry
gloss.
Know the rage of Knowledge, insight.
Sink your deaf eyes into the crispness of the skies above.
Then,
Look
back Down, around
you. And tell me

If

you

Love

your

Skin

even

yet.

JOEY REISBERG
2 Poems
In the Garden of Ethereal Delights
Mystical nights,
when I’m feeling archetypal,
I slither out the mothy screen door,
slip ‘n slide down the slick-blacked steps
and into my grandmother’s garden.
Out here is good soil, same as the dark stuff
that lines outer space’s pockets, from which
stars sprout, callow and riotous as dandelions.
Celestial gardens up there too, crystal spheres
stuffed with galaxies. Juicy Jupiter
is peachy keen
and down below
tomatoes swell on their vines,
gorged like gory harvest moons.
Purple trillium polka-dot tiny constellations.
A sunflower’s corona unfurls into a pollen-dust nebula.
There is loam smell, pure, divine-earthly,
home to the sleepwalking earthworms,
curled up into Saturn rings.
Tonight is a star-party.
Red shift drifts to strobe,
the Milky Way cracks open like a piñata,
spills sweet treats and supernovas.
One single stamen opens on earth,
transmits secret flower power ballads.
The stars return the favor with the sound of the Big Bang, shuttled
across on an acoustic asteroid;
their static reaches us as dreams.

Decomposition Poem
You are eight and steadfast in a yellow rain slicker,
grave processional to the forest edge, blue bucket held tight
for mushroom hunting. Endless fortune—
after the flood, the red-rough dirt erupting with toadstools,
candy caps, fungal acne gush of fluorescent orange.
Exaltation! You cannot possess a single one, must not
claim this earnest upwelling of earth’s devotion.
The next day you return to desolation; the sanctuary stripped,
cracked earth, towering tricholoma toppled by a beetle
blue-black like the eye sockets that meet us at land’s end.
You cradle a severed stalk, smell the secret earth.
Putrefaction shadows you ever after.
Red-blurred roadkill, compost heaps,
reports of lost children in the woods (their eyes go first
then the fingers then the body scratching itself out.)
Life can be hacked--bucket of lye, flame burial,
but for most the going is slow, doling yourself out to dirt
in sensible portions. This is no relief to you,
you who envision the flesh between your ribs
as fallout stuffing, whole body perched right
on the edge of release. And of course there is guilt;
you are intact in a rapidly decaying world,
you are thirteen now and held together with stress
and pink bubblegum and somewhere beetle jaws
clamp against mushroom stalk, grinding
and insistent, despite the moss,
its steady, evergreen splendor.

ERIN O’MALLEY
springsong
this may this please
when she leaves
this begging
your lips paper like the wings of a sunned moth
these stars for teeth
press her last words into the corners of your mouth

give me gemini and taurus
the closest her tongue will ever come to eulogizing your jaw
o garden of ghost town devotion
wind blowing your sandstorm chest into glass
teach me how to stay & decay
metal salts petalling into stained window
tell me what to call a prayer
after it has bloomed itself pink & true

Tunnel
Megan Guo

ADITI UNIYAL
Anxiety
Your teeth act like corrosive agents
for the insides of your cheeks, taking
one layer down with every second thought
and anxious regret, spilling blood
onto your tongue and carefully indenting
the flesh in your mouth to make it
look like a graph of your decisions,
but I'm here to tell you, that even if the blood
in your mouth were acid, it could
never melt your tongue.
Your thumbs rub against each other
in the same way the bones of
your wrist glide against the sound
of panic in your marrow,
friction between two identities with
the same print and subtle ridges,
sometimes holding on to one other only for a second,
but I'm here to tell you, that even if they chafe each other
every time you think, they will
find each other and acknowledge, accept, and stay.
Your nails are short and misshapen,
their length decreasing with every bead
of sweat on your brow when all they want you to do
is think, decide, act, and you know you cannot
as long as your teeth keep chewing
the skin off the tips of your fingers
and your heart beats slowly when
you panic and at the speed of light
when all you need is a slow rhythm in your chest,
but I'm here to tell you, that even if your nails
aren't long enough to scratch the angst
off your forehead, your heart, however
untimely it's speed is, will beat as long as you
keep the fight going,
it's beating, you're breathing, you're fighting.

MEG BOYLES
2 Poems
Little Definitions
Love is a bowl left out in the rain. Love is bare feet on dirt floor. Love is a glass cup
dropped from a great height. Or passed across a table. My knowledge of constellations is
small. Love is everything looks the same after midnight anyway. Love is cinnamon
pinched from a bottle, spread over toast. A broken leg. Two stitches. Pencil lead stuck in
skin. Love is honey tea with lemon, spilled. Love is I didn’t think it would rain today. I
didn’t think it would be so cold. Love is driving past a cotton field. Curtains thrown open.
The length of a breath. You move like you’re late for work. Love is your feet must be sore.
Love is river water. Different time zones. First light. Love is a judge saying, “You will
never hear a bird sing again.” Love is you remind me of someone else, but I can’t think
whom.

Giving the Cat a Name
My mother and I dug the hole for the cat’s second life—
the shovels’ wood rubbing our palms
pink.
We didn’t know him, couldn’t find his owners,
or his home,
just the hot stretch of road where he lay,
not quite sleeping.
Oh body,
rigor mortis in the midst of July,
we open the dry earth for you
& love you into its confines.
My mother’s voice saying,
He looked right at me before the car hit him, Meg,
over and over, like a mantra,
every important word
touching down on the cat
like a sun shower.
Together, we spread dirt over the cat’s hair,
his legs, his small orange head, & I can’t help but guess
his name: Garfield, Chester, Ginger, Windsor, George,
& say goodbye to each one.

RICHA SHIVANGI GUPTA
2 Poems
Primates
Who are we?
Born out of bloody wombs
Fed by tender breasts
Taught at four legs, first
One, later
For twos are risky
And soon
The warmth
Of her womb
Is carried into dreams
Dreams of plastic
Of paper
Of bricks and plaster
The warmth of her breast
Its milk
Fades into
Debts spiked with glasses of wine
Who are we?
We take pride in walking upright
For slouching is for primates but
What about my urge to rip your clothes apart and
Assault your body
If I ever got a chance?
What about my urge to kill
Every elect soul at par with me
Only to declare my prowess
In this jungle
Of dead people
And living wealth?
Who are we?
We aim to give birth
To build
To nurture and grow

And on the darkest nights
We let ourselves be stabbed
And stabbed and stabbed
Till our insides are grabbed
And twisted and turned and
Thrown out with every drop of
Blood that milk gave us.
We guide our knives through our throats
On the linings of acid running through our bodies
And rip our hearts out, dead or alive.
We lynch our souls
Hammer broken glasses to our feet
We let them break our spines into powdered remains of the horror we live
Till walking upright seems like a nightmare and oh the pain of
A thousand deaths we cause in us.
Who are we?
Primates at daybreak
Who line our yanked out
Twisted
Bloody inside
Back into our broken bodies
Rope our bones together
Cover our wounds
With better looking wounds
Make love to ourselves with
Our knives
Flashing scenes from the previous night
Wear the newest skin
Wipe the gore off of
what we like to call our faces
And walk hand in hand
With mangled bodies and souls
Pretending to be human beings.

Father, don’t…
Father, don’t tell me I’m a princess
while tucking me in,
I’ve seen demons under my bed
only the knight in me can devour.
Don’t tell me I won’t be hurt,
I’ve had my soul pierced with my own hands.
Don’t tell me what’s good,
for I’ve found solace in the worst
Don’t tell me to look the epitome of elegance,
I’ve found someone who worships my darkest insides
And don’t tell me not to be sorrowful,
for although my tears have dried up,
the skies still weep in my despair.

JULIANA CASTILLO
Alpenglow
A reddish glow often seen on the summits of mountains just before sunrise or just after sunset.
It’s one of those things that only comes twice in your life. And you won’t remember
either of them.
The first time was when you emerged from the drowsy warmth of your mother – when
everything was strange and magical, and everything glowed a little. Then, you cooed
and laughed in little bubbles of sound, and those around you were laughing. Of course,
you doubt my word now, but that’s because you don’t remember.
Memory is a disloyal friend. She’s kind of like those people who stick to you for what
seems an interminable time (of course, it wasn’t really that long, but that’s one of
Memory’s tricks) and then suddenly you realize that they were faking it all along and
just wasting your time for their profit. It makes you dreadfully angry – even in
retrospect.
Memory’s cruel, too. She likes to twist your mind around her little finger and make you
remember things that never happened – and forget things that did happen. But then, if
you remembered everything just as it happened, life wouldn’t be very interesting,
would it? There would be a lack of disagreement, and wars, and strife. And if there’s no
conflict, what’s there to do in the world? Of course, lots of people have conjectured on
that point – but then, they’re only conjecturing.
Conjectures are also quite sneaky. People like to flaunt them at you, and make them into
truths. But if memory and conjectures are both untrustworthy, is there such a thing as
truth?

But I’m going off on a tangent. I do that sometimes.
What was I saying? Oh, yes. Alpenglow. What? Yes, that’s what I was talking about.
Alpenglow. You only see it just before dawn and just after dusk. Just before? – you ask. I
know, I said just after you’d been born. But it’s true. Because you’re born not yet fully
conscious. So I’m counting the beginning of life as the beginning of consciousness.
And yes, it’s the same deal for the second alpenglow. If you’re in a coma for years and
then you die, it doesn’t count. Neither does dying in your sleep. You’ll see it and you’ll
understand. Most people don’t understand until it comes up behind them. And then
they’re forced into understanding. But I thought you might like a little peek ahead. And,
no, it’s not so very far ahead. Not to scare you or anything. Just a memento mori. No, I
don’t believe there are enough of those. Those Renaissance painters had the right idea
with those little death’s-heads in the corner of their paintings. Yes, death’s-heads are
skulls. Goodness, what do they teach nowadays?
But back to the topic. And please stop asking such dull questions. As if I haven’t
endured enough of those. The second alpenglow is just before you die. But this time you
won’t laugh – you’ll smile a sort of bittersweet smile, or maybe cry – but you won’t
laugh. And those around you won’t be smiling, either. They’ll probably be sobbing
buckets; pity, too – they look dreadful when they sob.
Why won’t you remember this, you ask? Didn’t I tell you to stop asking dull questions?
Oh, well, I suppose you can’t help it. You’re rather dull yourself, I see.
You won’t remember it because Memory dies with your body. You see – well, think
about it. When you die, will you really remember anything? Paradoxical, isn’t it?

No? You certainly are dense.
I don’t suppose there’s really any point in telling you this. Not as though you’re going to
believe me. Or as though you’re actually going to think about it. You’ll just dismiss me
as an old fool. Not that I’m that old. Or maybe I am.
Well, at least I told you. Take it or leave it. It’s up to you.
But you can’t say no one told you.

Betsy Jenifer
Cathedral

MARK JACKLEY
4 Poems
Jimi Hendrix Lives
frog in a sewer
pipe distorts
detonates the
anthem
of his lust to
show me
how to hear
the world

Planting Pumpkins In Virginia
seventy-five,
from Hue,
she is kneeling in black earth
the seeds
will live in darkness
she carefully
packs dirt
so that many suns
will rise

Layla On The Boombox,
My Mother Gazes Out
eighty-seven
she tells me that
she loves the song,
nods along
to almost-ghost
Duane Allman,
remembering,
I would guess,
a friend or two
not on the earth,
transported herself by notes
“not on the instrument”
producer Tom Dowd said

Cornstalk In The Fall
it is papery
and the wind
waves it
at you like
a contract
that was signed
the day you
were born

JOHN OSLER III
It Must’ve Felt Bitter
1
Rich Huellman’s eyesight was terrible, he needed glasses so thick they were almost
bulletproof. His hearing was bad too, not bad enough to require hearing aids, but
almost. His nose was always stuffed up from allergies, even in the dead of winter, so
there went smell, and he had a habit of biting his tongue until it bled whenever he got
nervous, turning tastebuds into scars over and over again.
His only above average sense was touch, and there’s rarely an advantage to feeling
temperature, pressure, and pain more intensely than anyone else.
One day, when he was walking to a party with his girlfriend, he said, “You know,
there’s no touching sensation for sweet.”
“What do you mean?” she asked.
“Like, things taste sweet, obviously, and they smell sweet if they smell like they’ll taste
sweet. The same goes for sight, and is there anything more clichéd than saying that
music sounds sweet?”
“Saying it sounds sour, maybe.”
“But there’s no concept for when something feels sweet.”
She shrugged and they kept on walking.
That night the two of them were making out behind the couch where their friends sat,
playing poker under a dying lightbulb and pretending not to hear them.
Suddenly Rich went rigid, like a soldier or a corpse.
“What’s wrong?”
“I just realized… this is what sweet feels like, isn’t it?”
2
The phone ringing blended into the white noise around Rich, so he didn’t notice it until
it had been going off for a few minutes.
“Hello?”
“Yes, is this Rich Huellman?”
“Yes. And who is this?”
“Colonel Victor Millrose Bell of the U.S. Army.”
“W-what can I do for you, sir?”
“Have you ever considered enlisting, son?”
“I haven’t given much thought to it, sir. I mean, my eyesight alone is enough to
disqualify me from the draft.”

“The army is becoming less about God-given talent and more about hard earned
intellect every day. And I hear you’ve got plenty in that department.”
“Um, I have a religious objection-”
“What’s your religion?”
“Episca-Quaker! I’m a Quaker!”
“Really?”
“No.”
“No need to be all jumpy like that. I’m just calling to explain what the army has to offer.
How about you tell me what you want to do after high school? I garuntee, whatever
career you choose, an army background will give you a nice boost.”
“Well, I’d like to be a writer.”
“Like a novelist?”
“Yeah.”
“Well, a lot of fine writers came out of the military, didn’t they?”
“I guess. Kurt Vonnegut, Joseph Heller, Timy O’Brien.”
“See?”
“But, um, they weren’t all that fond of it.”
“Really? None of them had anything nice to say about the military?”
“I don’t know, maybe they did. Sorry.”
“Never mind that. The point is, every day the war goes on, the draft gets less and less
picky about little things like eyesight or student deferment. But if you start now, on your
own terms, you could get basic training done sooner and spend more time doing good
for your country and the world. Not to mention, you could get some money for your
family, so somewhere down the line your parents could buy a boat or something.”
“I’ll think about it sir.”
“You do that, Mr. Huellman. I’ll call back in a month.”

3
“It’s a real shame they got Rich, of all people.”
“Why? I mean, it’s a shame when anyone goes down, but why Rich in particular? He
was just a private, he wasn’t vital to the mission.”
“He always said he didn’t like pain.”
“No one likes pain.”
“But he really couldn’t stand it. And when you’re bleeding out like he did, alone like he
was, it doesn’t matter how highly you rank or how vital you are. All that matters is how
much it hurts.”
They watched the orange sun bleed across the foreign horizon.
“Not that it matters now, though.”
“How do you think it felt?”
“Bad, I guess. How else?”

“Bitter, probably.”
“You can’t feel bitter.”

VALERIE WU
Lessons in Chinese by a Non-Native Speaker
there are four tones to the chinese language,
five when counting the neutral.
the first is flat, a high level,
the way you say mother in english
when you want to know
where she is.
(ma? ma? ma? ma?)
the second is a rising,
the gentle way that your mother scolded you,
when you forgot to take off your shoes
before entering the house, her raising voice
like a melody
the jump from c to c-sharp
when you played your piano for hours-the third,
seems lower, but not really
it’s the linguistic state of being,
just being, this permanent swaying
like how the teapot sways
when the hands of the person holding it
are unsteady.
(like yours in the morning)
the fourth looks like a negative slope,
hovering over a letter,
the permanent shape of your father’s eyebrows
you couldn’t make it last, it seemed
because there was nowhere to go but down
the stressed syllable, the pitch
altering its meaning.
the neutral is hard to describe
it’s when you’re sitting at your piano,
remembering the way your mother
used to play “chopsticks”
telling you that you could never stick
upright chopsticks in a bowl of rice
unless someone was dead

and when you touch your hands to the keys
the tones all sound the same.
later, you go to your kitchen,
you take a bowl of rice and chopsticks,
and you watch the right angle they form,
like the angle of the third tone
of the chinese language.
back then your mother used to teach you,
her raising voice like a melody,
the flat, the rising, the being, the falling
the four tones of the Chinese language
But today, when you say them,
they all sound the same.
(ma? ma? ma? ma? )
(where are you?)

VICTORIA HU
Christmas Lights
Despite crusting, split
lips, Mother glows
fresh out of Vegas.
In her suitcase rests
gold hard-earned,
nights spent coaxing touch
from, for Midas.
Mother, in her pink
mink fur, candy stilettos,
peeling hands, opens
her mouth
(to say something;
it is muffled,
words choked.)

ALICE XU
Lilies for dream kingdom
A cry lodged in her throat
like a bullet stuck in barrel, her lips.
Look away, the child feels, rooted.
Holds the stuffed rabbit tighter. Closer.
Look away: those same hands,
callouses the shape of gravel
rough against the trachea—miscarriage.
On the kitchen table, dinner goes cold.

B. WOLFSON
Fluidity
is rivers running down mountains
glistening water
steep slipping feet
spiral streets and
amicable divorces
Fluidity is not
hairpin turns,
scribbles in the dark,
scratched CDs,
or living in the past.
Fluidity is
not how things were
but how things are now
Fluidity is simply running your hand
down the side of a manufactured
piece of cloth: seamless
Fluidity is
the opening of a dam
water constantly rushing past
warped wood
Fluidity is not to wallow in the past,
reminiscing over aging memories
enclosed in yellowing photo albums.
Just as fluidity is not to wade in shallow waters.
Fluidity is to cut your losses and forge ahead,
full steam

Amisha Victoria Das
Serenity

LISA STICE
3 Poems
Dear Edward Thomas
On cold mornings, when moisture collects
on the windows, your lines crawl into memory,
and my lips make the silent motion of words.
Cold, even with a heater on, I move across
the room and take your book from its shelf.
Know that I love you from place and time
far away. Blessed are you this cold, wet morning;
blessed am I as I slip back under the blanket,
turn your pages, warmed like poppies
opened to the sunshine of spring.

* Edward Thomas (1878-1917): World War I; author of The Annotated Collected Poems
(Bloodaxe Books, 2009)

Dear Emily Dickinson
My husband is away—my daughter is at school—
the dog is at the groomer—and this quiet feels so heavy
I can see it. It looks like you. You seated in a chair—
in your room where you watch from your window
the soldiers deliberate march past the garden—
off to somewhere far away not like the poems
that stay close to home—travel with pies and Valentines—
the men travel over the hills—while you wait
as if you truly believe they will all return—
but you hear it in the silence—a truth without slant—

* Emily Dickinson (1830-1886): American Civil War; author of The Complete Poems of
Emily Dickinson (Back Bay Books, 1976)

Dear Nazim Hikmet
Are you wandering, still, a country not your own,
far from the ones you love, in exile all alone?
Are you an eternal passenger on a train in winter
with no one seated next to you, alone?
Or, are you in a cold cell with your verse
and your letters, reading them alone?
How time must distort when gazing
at a photograph thirteen years old, alone.
How thirty years away from what you know
must make you think you will always be alone.
Please, I would like to believe she is next to you
and you are home, no longer alone.

* Nazim Hikmet (1902-1963): Turkish War of Independence and Russian Revolution;
author of Poems of Nazim Hickmet, 2nd Edition, translated by Randy Blasing and Mutlu
Konuch (Persea Books, 2002)

ANIKA PRAKASH
3 Poems
Tinnitus
When I knew her, she had a cello like a fault line.
She called it a progression: oak to metal to hair
to more oak & then calcium. I stood in her
kitchen & listened, each note a fleeting glimpse
of what she was hiding. I begged her, a secret
isn’t a secret unless another person knows.
I inked pleas & apologies into the triplets
of an aubade, & as her fingers ran up
& down the golden-brown of the neck, every
missed note was a reminder of the discord
in our own dynamic. Sometimes, I swear I can
feel a pulse or hear a cry in the morning as the songs
she left behind dance through the air. This time,
it is straight from invisibilia to ear & I wait
in silence, praying that I’ll hear it again.

The way bones fit together
Brother cries, and it’s an empty, distant howl
echoing in a home that is not ours. He says
Family’s supposed to be a bird’s nest, sticks and
strings bundled together for protection.
We are more like a cavern.
In a box beneath my bed, there are one hundred
letters in the same handwriting, but the “i”s
are only dotted in the earliest ones.
In the newer letters, they remind me of twigs
that have become untwined.
Disbinding.
Sometimes, at night, when I’m caught between
a dream and darkness, I can hear the bedsprings creaking.
The sound of a bird with a song stuck in its throat.
The sound of a body coming apart.

Dalí
I don’t know how to paint landscapes.
There is a house on this hill
and the people are made of light.
The fingerprints in the dust
are inexplicable. There was a
black taxi, but
I don’t want to talk about that.
Crescent-moon fingernails, a piece
of yarn on
one post of her cradle. Sometimes
it is better to wear rainboots and a
raincoat instead of
using an umbrella. I am not the person
you saw in your peripheral
vision. I don’t hang memories
on my skin to dry. We start again
with a hammer and iron nails.
There is a slab of marble at my feet.

LILY ZHOU
2 Poems
Flood Myth
Beijing, China
There is a memorial here for the day the goddess Nüwa
fed herself to carp. The inscription reads: this is where
her limbs thawed to wine. My mother says wine
is a creation of the Chinese, along with gunmetal
& rabbit skin & the filter of red over the mouths
of newborns. The most treasured animal in Chinese culture
is the tortoise, the best martyrs are the ones that slide belly up
into a river that stinks of meat. My mother stomachs each doe
that enters her line of vision, kisses each of her children
on the mouth. She says, if I had a candle for every child
Nüwa slaughtered for skin. She doesn't finish the thought.
This was the best gift Nüwa gave us: our offspring sheathed
behind the teeth like ginseng. She said we are not meant to martyr,
tore the shell off every human that tried to trade a spine for a string
of meat cushioning the heart. Nüwa lived in Beijing until she chipped
a canine on the public bus, fell back with a stomach bursting
with floodwater. This is the birthplace of Nüwa, the inscription
reads. This was where she taught pottery. This was where
she flung her spit at the smog until it receded into a sheen
of rainwater & smoke. This was where she tossed her canine
into a puddle of animal fat, lipped the mud off her five-colored stones.
All humans were made from this. Mud. My mother learned this
in primary school: what grows from earth will eventually return
to the earth, will slip into every infant mouth like wine.

Originally published in SOFTBLOW

Creation Myth with Teeth
In Nüwa's honor, the clay people erect a mausoleum:
here is where her bones softened to milk. My mother
tells me the best heirlooms are the ones we swallow
& stretch into fruit. To prove it, she unhinges her jaw
& lets her body frost into something cold & sweet.
At the edge of the world, Nüwa spits the soft
of her body into the yawning mouth of a glacier
& my mother presses her lips to the ice as if
in prayer. China melts for three days & three nights.
Nüwa says, I cannot help you now. Nüwa says,
this world begins & ends with teeth. In the beginning,
there was nothing but an incubated egg & a stack
of seared carp. In the beginning, five pebbles
in Nüwa's stomach punctured the meat of her throat.
Nüwa said, I am nothing but a pile of bones & a tub
of milk. Nüwa said, only the fish will worship me now,
then ripped the shell from her tortoise. In the mausoleum,
the historians squeeze the milk from a dead girl's windpipe
& feed it to the carp, call this heirloom. My mother tells me
the ocean has bite & to prove it, she drenches a mound
of salt until it hardens to bone. This is how we begin & end:
every glacier in the world folding over into teeth.

Originally published in SOFTBLOW

MARCI CALABRETTA CANCIO-BELLO
3 Poems
An Inventory of Race
They did not want to name us.
Instead, they offered to measure our lives
in melanin and bullets.
To be counted at all, we said
nothing, but only for a little while.
We thought we could drown the shells
and husk the silence from our bones until
they gave us names by which to call us
home. So we waited. Not long now.
But still we wait, taking inventory
of the world in handfuls of dirt.

Fetish
My mother kept a black & white poster of Bruce Lee
which my father pinned inside a cabinet to remind himself
of what he was or wasn’t & what I was
or should have been.
When the opponent expands, I contract.
Pinup boy for a younger America, a dragon
with fists & no teeth, & I was afraid
to look him in the eye.
When he contracts, I expand.
How to look at my mother & see
what drove each pushpin through the corners
to hold up our discomfort with each other?
I’m not like him, but close enough. How to tell
the difference from one slanted cheekbone or eye
to the next? How to answer my father, the open door
of the cabinet, monochromatic Bruce, asking
Don’t you think we need more room?

Ghost Organ
These are your ribs that have built this city,
these your hands which have sewn your own flag.
But let me be the prophet of your body,
let me dig my hands into its dark shell.
I will call forth new storms from your bones
to baptize this ghostly membrane of heart.
Let this be our common earth, an engine
that thrums a fuller anthem in your veins,
that this time will not be rejected,
re-sown from my body to yours.

Ananya Pande
Plume

EMMA CAMP
3 Poems
Eulogy for Lady Jane Grey
You were never just skin
at sixteen your body was corset stays
waistline formed by whalebone and farthingale
bruises—another word for ribcage
even at execution you dressed in brocade
reciting psalms in lace gloves
this time—let the protestants order velvet for mourning clothes
write sonnets that call you the gentle queen
stitch silhouettes into prayer books
have mercy upon me O God

Girls
-After the Isla Vista killings
A hand passes over my mouth.
Skin fluttering, something rustles.
Like a bee. Like a girl’s skirt.
I must imagine her with skin peeling.
Body curled into gunshot.
Caressed like a jackknife.
I must remember all the times men
have slipped their hand around my waist
palm pressing into ribs.
How soon before a glance becomes blood.
Lips part just to choke out seafoam,
mouth seizing over screams.
A hand passes over my mouth.
Red that soaks into blonde, little by little.
Rippling like the open part of wound.

Fishing
I hold it too my lips. A squealing catch, naked as a pocket knife.
All muscles contact at the laughing hook.
I smile my gaping teeth as I watch scales flare.
I watch as a blade is yanked over salted skin.
something caving inward. Folding over flesh.
Grandfather’s bloodlust for meat.
Over Sunday diners I hold it fried and forbidden in my mouth.
Tendons gleam yellow in lamplight. Glassy.
I press the white sin of it to my tongue until it falters.

KEVIN MCLELLAN
3 Poems
After The Biggest Give
The philodendron gets to grow
around the room. When I think
I’ve accepted “without,” the feeling
of it overwhelms. Mother, you’re
unwilling to meet me on the phone
(like now) and I notice the mirror
needs Windexing again. The gaze
and the pupil always smaller
than a dime. Not enough light here.
Not unlike the dormant yellow
inside philodendron vessels.
When asked my name yesterday
I said sunshine for the to-go falafel.
I don’t know what to believe anymore.

Irreversible
The Jacket
And Knowing
The outline of trees from the
driver’s side of the bus
reflect and overlap the trees
in my view / I’m lost within
the light between
trees / it’s raining and recall
the feeling I had before
leaving / the held jacket
in the rain
as I waited for a traffic light
to change / now aware
of this bus’ three sides
I look ahead to the darkening
/ still no proof of any violation

Magnetic Field
Unable to read the compass
I lose focus and forget to fold
myself into sand. The mouth
of the shovel broke years ago,
where the wooden shaft met
the shoulder. These callused
hands of mine almost splinterproof, but I throw it away anyway
and this is forgiveness. Yes, land
is a troubled place. This pretty lake
is surrounded by stubborn trees
and I’m prepared though I forget
I have two eyes. Yes, I know orbiting.
Oh! And that the sky remembers.

MARIE UNGAR
3 Poems
Prelude to Prayer
We watched motes of dust drop
through the candlelight
of the church spire & thought
not of falling but flight
finding its resting place
weightlessly. Softspoken night
bright with heavensweat
acknowledged every exhale.
My breath gravitates outward
when my feet find new ground
until I become more writer,
less thinker, more aria
than chorus. I think truths are better
found than created—
the truth of leaving,
of home, of how we pry
each moment
not for what it has to offer
but for what we won’t regret.
Here’s the truth: regret
only lives outside the body.
Here’s the thought
of what you could be, becoming
a story, voices free of daylight’s muzzle
as the streets yield their spines.
Here you are, becoming,
without bells or recital—
just fireflies floating on the notes
of night’s descending breath.

maieutics as a coping mechanism
after Ocean Vuong

maybe i live my life too closely / to see it as extraordinary / maybe i spend too much time /
folded into my skin / maybe i release words the way i file days / like photosynthesis / light to
oxygen / maybe the two-letter difference between / respire & desire / was coined by someone
who knew the fluctuant / direction of their hands / maybe i don’t spend enough time / with
my hands / maybe creation / maybe recyclation / maybe invention is discovery / is
rediscovery that the world knew / its own blue veins before we got here / i wish i knew my
veins / before you got here / i’m glad here has never been a place to stay / the way new days
feed the body until the body runs out / maybe someday when i say i’m tired / i’ll mean i’m
tired / & not i’m ashamed

Things that are Broken
The sink in the downstairs bathroom has been fixed
three times this month. Remember bending
over the counter smudged
with toothpaste and dried-on soap, the squeak
of the faucet handle screwed off, the bubble of water
underneath; remember digging
through the cabinet below, past
old cleaning supplies and toilet paper bought in bulk
to reach the pipes, which were rusted with age
like Suzie’s outgrown bicycle, saying:
look at me, remember me? I still matter.

RACHANA HEGDE
self portrait
my lipsticked mouth is cast
as a tumor in the next
blockbuster movie.
i dream aloud about
whipped cream &
glazed cupcakes &
white sugar that will
blunt my thighs.
the male gaze scalds
the fuzz of milksinged
hair decorating my forearms.
i'm a fistful of touch-me-not
scrabbling for a foothold.
i walk home braless,
lips puckering around
a slice of lemon,
clods of dirt erupting
from the right angles of
my neck. these dimples are
wanton shards of glass
molting off, on the sidewalk,
marbles slacken & roll off.
i am a coconut smeared on
bedsheets, the white: a burst scab.

FEATURED POETS

Image Credit: Betsy Jenifer

PAIGE LEWIS
3 Poems
Reasons To Wake You
To tell you that the wintering cedar waxwing
is able to fit through the growing hole in your
roof. That the stars seem secure tonight, not one
willing to move to risk the cold. That flowers
here are lethal and the bees, desperate for sweet,
suck shells from candy, that their honey is now blue
and thick and useless. That barcodes are used
to conceal a fruit's bruises. That the response to
May the Lord be with you has been changed to avoid
acknowledging the body. I need to tell you about
creatures heaved up from deep ocean valleys
to the shallows where their organs burst, unable
to take the weight of air. About coming so close
to the surface but never breaching. About learning light
through the ache of a body's failure. Can I tell you I
feel it? Feel the fading, the silk and sweet pine smell
of darkness. Can I wake you to say that when I was
young, I thought the moon came out at midday just for me?

Originally Published in Smartish Pace

Magic Show
The magician pulls handkerchiefs from her throat
for a week until the rope of knotted silk ends
and she—she keeps going, her tongue pressed
down to make room for what comes next: swords,
of course, each one longer than the one before.
Then a live Doberman that limps off stage, soaked
and shivering. For a moment, her parted lips reveal
only darkness, but she reaches in and brings
forth a crystal chandelier with its candles still lit.
I watch for years, surviving off what she coughs up:
pheasants and scalloped potatoes on silver trays,
deboned salmon slabs. I'm not sure if her belly
shrinks because she lets nothing in or because she
takes everything out, but I'm grateful for her
dedication. For the pastel Easter basket, the kettle
of hawks in place of white doves, the fishbowl
and ceramic scuba diver who stands atop glowin-the-dark rocks, for the payphone, the umbrellas,
ribbed and open, the top layer of frozen pond
and the ice skates. For the twinkling music box,
and the green sweater I thought I'd lost in Michigan.
For the mattress and box spring I'm grateful,
though I'm the last one in the audience, and I
have seen enough. I tell her to stop and she stops.
As she packs, I ask about the first object she lifted
from her mouth. She opens her travelling case
and shows me her wisdom teeth nestled within
a jar among sequined vests. And this makes
sense, like how Earth refuses to release its pull
on the moon. Look, she says, Look how full I was.

Originally Published in decomP magazinE

Mannequin Replies
If by come home you mean give up joints that flex
without aid, skin that gleams gilded in the Gulf,
the scarlet phlox of pricked fingers—then no, I
don't want to stand in department store windows
until paint blisters and eyes fade. I have felt
the burrow of coquina clams and have eaten
lightning whelk straight from its salty spiral.
How can you expect me to relinquish this hunger
and go back to mothballed pockets and plastic
price tags? I admit it isn’t always better, the boys
who used to peek up my skirts in Sears are now grown
men grasping at my breasts on the beach, but please
grant me more time, if not to enjoy my pulse’s dance,
then to learn how to stop hands with a glance.

Originally Published by The Cincinnati Review

JAVIER ZAMORA
2 Poems
“Ponele Queso Bicho’ Means Put Cheese On It Kid
¿Why you post on my fence and wait for water, Belleza?
This bicho. Shhck. I’m La Belleza. El bien-pimp-it-is-nice.
¿You don’t know? I’m Rambo. Look at these muscles,
they shine like desks. Va. Call me Sevestre Escalon.
It’s pronounced Sil-vés-tre, Belleza. Sil-vés-tre Es-ta-lón.
Comé mierda bicho. I make. Shhck.
I made the best desks. I have yesyes,
I had a shop. Ponele queso,
every night I cut where branch meets trunk.
¿So you don’t sleep Belleza?
Shhck. I’m a lamppost bicho. Va.
You know what they say, passed-out ass has no answer.
¿When you gone make me a desk then?
I’ll make. Yes. I made desks. Ponele queso.
¿You know what that means? Shhck.
When I die my phrase is gone be on TV,
it’ll be like Sevestre in that movie Cobra.
He’ll try to figure what that shit means.
Puta bicho, I’ll be famous.
It’s Sil-vés-tre Belleza. And yes, I know what it means.
Shhck. Va pues. ¿What it mean then?
Sounds like those mazes with cheese in the middle and a rat outside.
Va. Va. Va. You do use that coconut.

I knew you were your father.
¿You knew my father?
Shhck. I know everyone bicho.
I’m a lamppost ¿’member? My hair is white,
when it had color, it was corn gone bad.
Ha. It’s what that hijueputa said.
¿My father said that?
Don’t touch the tiger’s balls.
Ponele queso. I made the smoothest desks.
It’s all in the smell bicho. The smell.
¿Why my father leave me?
No jodás vos. You’re touching the balls,
you’re touching the balls. But look,
it’s something like when you go to the store
and vodka is two colones ¿right?
Right.
The label says 80 proof. But rubbing alcohol is one colón,
200 proof. So I wait to mix it with water.
Yes. I wait for you bicho.
¿What does that mean Belleza?
Look, I was passed out when he got in that van.
Plum to ground. Right here bicho. Right here.
He had a backpack and smelled like rain.
You were asleep. Va. He didn’t want to go.
But the dólares and war bicho. Shhck. Ponele queso.
Ponele queso and the rat won’t leave.

for Miguel Alcántara “aka” La Belleza
Originally published in Borderlands: Texas Poetry Review

Mom Responds To Her Shaming
Dad chased me out the house again with his machete
¿what would you have done? You’re up north,
I waited 23 months to date ¿and you say
you won’t speak to me? You must know
I’m not allowed to see our son. That I sleep
in the street because “my boyfriends”
won’t open their doors. No one will open.
Hijueputa, I was seventeen, the valedictorian,
you wouldn’t use a condom. Give me back
the minutes you would undress me
under the grapefruit tree. Your new girlfriend,
your sisters say she’s a faithful one. Hipócrita,
I’m the one that caught you with La Salivosa,
no one believes me. I wish you knew
what it’s like to hide from my dad
and wait for him to pass out so I can hold
my son’s cheeks as I try to explain—
I can’t stay here.

Originally published in American Poetry Review

LEILA CHATTI
3 Poems
Fasting in Tunis
Longing, we say, because desire is full
of endless distances.
– ROBERT HASS
My God taught me hunger
is a gift, it sweetens
the meal. All day, I have gone without
because I know at the end I will
eat and be satisfied. In this way,
my desire is bearable.
I endure this day
as I have endured years of days
without the whole of your affection.
Your desire is one capable of rest.
Mine keeps its eyes open, stalks
through heat that quivers,
waits to be fed.
The sun burns a hole through
the sky and I am patient.
The ocean eats and eats
at the sand and still hungers.
I watch its wide blue tongue, knowing
you are on the other side.
What is greater: the distance between
these bodies, or their need?
Noon gapes, a vacant maw—
there is long to go
until the moon is served, white as a plate.
You are far and still sleeping;
the morning has not yet slunk into your bed,
its dreams so vast and solitary.

Once, long ago,
I touched you,
and I will touch you again—
your mouth a song
I remember, your mouth
a sugar I drink.

Originally published in Narrative Magazine

What Do Arabs Think Of Ghosts?
I think the woman means Muslims—ghost
of a word mixed up with our bodies, as if they were
the same thing—but either way I have no answer.
I haven’t asked around. There is too much
death—it swells our tongues. It chokes.
The soul is a bird flying; it doesn’t rest long
and its language is different. There are three
nightjars preening under the evening’s cloak,
by which I mean three souls. Are souls clean?
Are ghosts? If every sad death made
a phantom, my country would be thick with them,
we would breathe them like air, they would keep us living.
What do ghosts think of Arabs, I want to know—
our fires blooming like native blossoms, bombs
planted like bulbs awaiting the spring?
Death grows here. There are more every day.
Before she died, my grandmother could
only say her name. I don’t know the names
of the dead accumulating like snowflakes, so many
the news talks about them as if they are one thing,
a mound of indistinguishable parts. Who
calls for them, who houses them in their mouths?
In skies blue as a door, the metal ghosts soar:
they have wings but are no bird, have no soul.
We know this better than anyone.

Originally published in Best New Poets 2015

Momon Eats An Apple In Summer
She keeps each sliver
to herself. Her fingers draw
the blade through the flesh
up to the bed of her thumb,
and stop
and there is no blood—she knows
not the day or my name, but this,
how to slice through
safely, understands
still the realm of pain.
Her face, old fruit
left in a bowl
washed with sun.
Her name the echo
of apple—tafahah, Téfida.
She sings it
like a chant,
calls through each room of the house
Téfida, Téfida, Téfida
searching for herself.
She pares the fruit
down to its tough spine,
the apple dismantled, the skin
stripped into green half moons
placed in a shallow dish, their bellies
the color of teeth, of bone.
Orginially published in Nimrod Journal
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